MEN'S GROUP

Details of the group are as follows:
*
*
*
*
*

Cost: $40/night for 1hr 15 mins (To be Paid in Full first week)
Time: 6-7:15 PM on Monday nights // 5-6:15 on Wednesday nights
# Men involved: 6-10 in each group
Location: Conference room at my office
Deadline to sign up for current group: Thursday, March 31st 2011 unless group has been filled
already. However, PLEASE LET ME KNOW ASAP IF YOU PLAN TO JOIN so I can get a
head count
Date to start and length: April 4th, 2011. During Holiday season, we will take off one
Monday night possibly for Thanksgiving weekend. TBD. Group lasts 10 weeks.

*

FAQs:
1. Are cowards allowed? Yes, including your fearless leader who acknowledges it and actually
does something about it. This can be an overwhelming, scary proposition for most men. So before
you convince yourself there is no way you would do, at least consider as all other men will be in
same boat pretty much!
2. Can any man join this group? No. You either need to be a client of mine or have been
referred to this group by another therapist. Then, I need to have seen you for an evaluation to make
sure you will fit well into this group where we have good cohesiveness.
3. Does insurance reimburse group therapy? Depends on your insurance company. I will
provide you a receipt for that purpose however and you can submit it and see.
4.

So the cost is $400 up front and I have to pay all at once? Yup.

5.

Are you the only group leader? Yes

6. What if I travel at times and can't be there some nights? It's ok although your
presence is always requested to keep group continuity. If you can't help, just be there when
you can. Many of the guys will call in and we will put him on speaker phone which works
well.
7. What if I don't like it? Tough. You really will though I believe or wouldn't ask you to
join us. But in the event you don't, you were asked for a reason and won't be getting a refund,
but ultimately your decision.
8. Is everything kept confidential? Yes, of course. We go over many of these guidelines
in the first few weeks. If the group learns of you sharing info outside of group, you will be
lynched and severely flogged.

9. Can anyone join after the first night? Depends. Typically no one joins after group starts
but may not be present first night for whatever reason. That said, this will be considered a closed
group after Week 3
10. What if I have never been apart of a group like this before? Come anyway, you were
invited, remember? I think it's appropriate and extremely helpful for you or I wouldn't waste my
time leading this group again and again.
11. Is this the same as a support group at church? NO, N-O, like uh uh, Lord no way!
That clear enough ; ) The closest group experience would be Celebrate Recovery but even
that typically is not near as intensive and real as this one. Why you may ask? Well, you ever
heard cursing or masturbation regularly discussed in a church group? You ever heard a man
actually admit things you thought weren't acceptable to say even outside a church, much less
in a church? Anything goes here as long as I feel it is safe and appropriate for the men in
the group.
12. Anyone ever get kicked out of one of these before? Yes actually, and the group votes on it
if indeed someone becomes a problem or inappropriate. After all, it's your group so you decide. I
will say this is very rare and obvious when it needs to occur. Furthermore, I know everyone
involved so that likelihood of occurrence is extremely minimal.
** Read article below a client recently gave to me. He attends the group and I thought it was very
fitting to this group experience!

